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through the contribution of thousands of faculty members who have
been recruited by the Ontario universities, from non-Ontario univerarty staffs or graduate students a
system.

The universities have managed effectively to deal with

unprecedented growth;
quality;

well as from within the Ontario

they haye maintained and improved academic

they have expanded a

for the peopleof On
improving ac

-nrichec the range of opportunities

they have honoured the objective of

sibility to university education;

they have con:

.

.

suited and cooperated with each other and with the government of
Ontario;.,,th

lave introduced greater openness into the conduct

of their affairs.
t

While there is still much groom for improvement, the citizens of

4
this province have a right,to be proud of what has been accomplished
through the generous contribution of public funds, provincial and
federal.

No one questions the fact that the increases in student numbers and
in public funds should not be maintained indefirlitely at the rate
of the last ten years.. This has become. more and amore clear'as the
01

.strains on provincial finances have increased, and,the clamour for,
scarce res4urces- has become lotider.

But the end of the unprecedented

period of growth came upon the universities shortly after the turn of
the decade in a sudden and unexpected fashion.
c

a

O
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The rate of increase
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In December, 1974, the Council of Ont

o UniVersities resolved

to'establish a Special Committee to Assess'Unikersity Policies
and Plans.

This decision aroseout,of a deeply.felt sense of

\\ crib in

the universities/Over the reconciliation of the needs

of a high-quality university system and the apparent financial
,capability of the proVince. ,
/

.

-

The Committee pr
:'paper which

uced\a draft repori,in the foi7p of a green

-s reviewed extensively in the universities, follow.

the report went thsrough several more drafts.

-ing whic

At its

on April 2, 1970, the Council gave final approval /to the
rt, which, contains recommenciationS to the universities, the

-government, and the Ontario Council on,Vni ersity\Affairs.
.

The OCUA has an

e. topic of-long-range.pTh

incigdes
*.

.

nced a round of 1976 spring hearings,', which

fir thq university
iversity

.

,
.

The Council has decided to transmit this'report to the

tem.

is

/OCUA as the basis of its presentation.'

t
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Report frog the Special Committee to
Assess 'university Policies
d Plans

Introduction *
a

-The'terms of reference for the Speci,a1 Committee were:

.

To assess the goals,spolicies and plans of the Qntario
university system for the remainder of the 1970's and
,the 1980's in the light of the competing governmental
priorities, possible Tinancial prospects and the anticipatedNnumbers of qualified students.

The Special Committee dedided to limit itseif to matters ofhigh
priority requiring province-wide policies.

In particular, the

.

Committee has concentrated on making recommendations to produce,
effects in the next several years which would prevent the system
from deteriorating any furthA while More fundamental re-orienta,

tions, if they are required, scan be 'seriously considered and,
decided upon.,

A

-

The Moment of Truth for the Ontario Universities
tario, the government and the universities jointly entered an

expansionary partnership during the sixties which brought about
the creation of new universities and the expansion of established
ones.

Many new programmes were initiated, and a fourfold increase

in enrolment was accommodated..

The universities have substantially

improved the existing undergraduate and graduate programtes and
developed new ones;

some of thOe prOgrammes_have reached inter,

national standards and reputation.

This has been done primarily

5
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through the contribution of thousands of faculty members who haYe
been recrulted by the Ontario universities, from non-Ontario univercity staffs or graduate students a
system.

The universities have managed effectively to deal with

unprecedented growth;
quality;

well as from within the Ontario

they haye maintained and improved academic

they have expanded a

for the peopleof On

o;

nriched the range of opportunities

they have honoured the objective of

,.
improving ac

sibility to university education;

they have con:

.

suited and cooperated with each other and with the government of
Ontario;d.Th

aye introduced greater openness into the conduct

of their affairs.
t

While there is still much room for improvement, the citizens of

4
this province have a right,to be proud of what has been accomplished
through the generous contribution of public funds, provincial and
federal.

e)

No one questions the fact that the increases in student numbers and
in public funds should not be maintained indefirlitely at the rate
of the last ten years.. This has become. more and amore clear'as the

.strains on provincial finances have increased, and,the clamour for.
scarce resources has become lotider.

But the end of the unprecedented

period Of growth came upon the universities shortly after the turn of
the decade in a sudden and unexpected fashion.
.

The rate of increase

5

in enrolment droppki drainatically, and at..the same time the BIU
.

.

value (which represents unit revenue, was increased ;dbitantially
Olt

less than the rate of inflation.
.

Each year, from 1972 7

through

1175-76, the BR) has increased by values several percentage-OM-Tits

below inflationary cost increases.

1

The cumulative effects of these annual decisions of tfte provincial
government (along with limitations on cost- sharing amounts from

.I
the federal govennment) havenow brought the universities to the
moment of truth at which they must seriously consider whether they
can afford to continue to pursue existing goals, which have guided
the universities as they have sought to meet the needs artiaulated
.

by society.-

.

It should be stressed that these goals, while perhapl

not always fully understood, have never been seriously challenged
either by the public or by the government.

The Government's Message
The'question has:been raised, "What does the government want?"
The clearest formal statement of funding objectives was. that made
ft

-

by the Minister of Colleges and Univei,sities in a statement to the

legislatuPe on November 18, 1914, concerntng grants for 1975-76.

1

The recent announcement of a 14.4% increase in total grants to
universities for 1976-77 signals a recognition by government t
the constraints of the past four years have been severe. T ugh
the relief is welcome, the basic situation (i.e., BIU increases
significantly less than inflatio4) remains unchanged and univer-.,
sities continue,to.fcea financial future which- cannot be reconciled with existing goals.-

7

The operating shpport.to universities was said to be "sufficient
jto offset inflationary trends, to maintain and improve existing,
levels of service, and to accommodate predicted- enrolment increases".

This straightforward statement has been challenged by both the
Ontario CoUncil on UniverSity Affairs and the'Council of Ontario
Universities, both5of which have stated firmly that the funds Provided for 1975-76 are insufficient to meet the objectives.

Ttfis dispute over the adequacy of funding to meet the government's

stated objectives should be viewed against the background.of various
government actions and statements over the past several years.

The

debate was joined, forcefully by a previous Minister of-Colleges

and Universities who gave currkicy,to the phrase "more sbholar for
r

the dollar".

The Premier, previous Ministers, and Ministry officials

have made a number of statements whiaq, collld' be

iKn,....mrized as

follows:
,

1)

The government cannot afford to support the'current large

A
university system at a level which-will permit uniersities
to continue their traditional practices in the same way they
%

did in the past.
2)

The government is seeking improvements in

roductivity",

and its index of productivity is the student/faculty ratio.
The government will maintain a policy of accessibility for
0

qualified students but wishes to see a more rierous inter-

.

pretation of "qualified".
4)

The government is unwilling'td,expend those universities which
.

have reached capacity where there is still pressUre for growth,
and..would welcome ,a Cessation of growth in these universities
--0

in order to steer studefits to institufioq width unused physical
capacity.
5)

7.0

The government believes that there'is an undesirablre'levgl

duplicatiOn of programmes among the universities.
6)

The government is expecting a greater level of syst m` -wide
planning arid coordination.

In summarizing the government'sobjectives, we recognize that the
government must determine the level of support which it is prepated
to provide. 'This amount hoWever has not been,and is not sufficient
.

to meet the univies'-legitimate. needs, given the policiesof
\1.,

the last twenty years and the continuing commitment to acce

11,ty-

A reconciliation of the government's Objectives and

and quality:

its'ability to support universities is needed.

This report seeks

to address- the problems from the 'universities' point or:view in an

effort to,be constructive.

The Goals of the Univers

ied--'

(/

ate centres around "produti/ity", a term often used in
The d e(
....--

.

,

A:

'

its most superficial sense.

H

ussionsabout thins concept cannot
ti

I

9
a

YL

6

be meaningful unless
proddcts a

.!

/
ere is a full untierstanding,of w

t the

and of what process is nece sary to c eate the

pro(

Ls, based exclusively on such yariables as "class size" or

"contact hours" or even the "facul yistOent ratio" narrow the focus
.

sd much that only one/part of -/9i
-

whole is seen.

,

The overlkding goal of the university as

its individual members is scholarshi

stitution and of all

-- that is, ;the joint product
I,

of teaching, learning and resear

, which is greater than the sum

of the parts.
)
.

/

Teaching at the unive' ity level is not oily a protess of

mitting

quiree,knowledge and skills.

knowledg

in which the teacher and the student ar

It is a,joint pur

TextbOks, where they'exist,are subject to Oritic
P

equa/l

engaged.

evaluation

in the
context of the continuing process of learning w
.

,

_

g-

in academe throughout the world.

This require

t the -teacher

.given sufficient tine to continue to e personallyengaged in
this higher learning'process, without which his teaching would

-

not be maintained at the university level and' without which he
would no longer. be a. scholar.

-

ducation car
cannot be considered just another layer
of
l
public .education.

is neither bet r

nor worse;

it

10,
e

AO

'

4

4
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ent.

It presupposes public education and builds on it.

The

.

universities seek to, create -fors society a group of broadly'

j...

'

educated, questioning, creative citizens and prc4e6,sionals;

to raise tine level ofcriticAl funttioning in

ciety by develop1

_ing. powers of judgment;

and to,serve as a humanizing and civtl-

izing force by fostering the aesthetic-and moral, as well as the
4

intellectual faculties.

4

It is in this wide

'teaching must be uriderstood.

4nse that university,

If student throughput at the expense

of scholarship is forced upon the system, society will be the
.

4

What makes mass higher education,with broad accessibility such a
significant step forward is .precisely that the qualities-of educe,.

tion deriving from scholarship can-be made availa,de much more

widely than eer befOre.

-Tf tilese qualities

re downg aded; this

enormous gain will-b-e--lOst.

f
%ft

The ,transmission ofl:howledge through teaching is only one aspect

ofscholarship.
another.

Research and the transmission df its f'n4ings is

Research informs telaching .and it is the appl cation of
.

the results of research, conducted persofially or repotted by
scholars, which transfoPins university {teaching into
process.

her

ical

The entF product for the student is,a different, more

valuable way'of looking at issues.

P / icipation in the national

1-=-71

t: 4

s.,

and i

to

ernatIonal academy of scholars is (vie of t

gaugefttie degree of maturity of our Ontario

best criteria

There is virtually no aspect of a comple

not depended fleavilyon the findings

.

cholars.

.ciety that has,

research done in the

universities or by university-trained people.

This is true in

,such diverse fields.as environmental problems, transportation

urban planning, health care, communication systems, agriculture,
,

legal systems and justice.

6

This fact needs-VC-Feillustrate

and interpreted in a continuing effort to ensure_that the public
- understands the university. 'entprpiLise
.c

r'

Similarly,

e needs to be said about the un

erpreting the history and cultural deve

and'jngenerating ideas and challenges
Apart from finer tin
,solution of

7-

knowledge whi

ersites' r

e in

pment"of our society

o conventions wisdom.
can be applik

,..

to t'---------'he

ce

mart ,problems, th-

.

fral roll

I

/

.

.---i-

,----

y ab

.in deepening the ueerstan ing of f-a

.

/

t itsel
i

arid the

i

world.

Likewise, the cormitment of universities` to external service to

the Community is a major call on the resoilrce,of the
institutioDs,
,
.
../

it

.

,

,

The, service which is p/roviddtg-goyellnments at all levels, to
business and industry, to, commerce and findhce, and to the arts

12

V

re

f
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Most sophisticated tasks facing society need the

.

'skiirg'and knowledge of highly qualified specialists whose home
is in the iniversities.

All of these activities represent "products"

of the universiSy enterprise:

Any discussion of prodfictivity must

place a realistic value on these

products ", only a smal

of which are accompanied by supplementary financia

portion

nsation.

Much has been written about "future shock" and the. post-industrial
.

The universities, i

revolution.

one 'the paradoxes,Jof the seventies,

lk
have become Victims of "futurepilhoe.

Too much was expected of

them in the fifties and sixties and to little is expected now.
It is assumed by some that all would be well if the universities
would simply provide more plaNes at lower cost to broaden accessibility and enhance social mobility.

In fact, if the universities

onsibilities, accessibility as'a social goal

are ,to meet thei

albeit an important one.

one part of their ag

Society faces staggering problem

the remainder of the century.

\\,

gement, population

They are concerned with energy, resource m
1,

,

e economies,

growth, food shortages, pollution control, stead
international relations and' many qthers.

Most

f them are both

=
world problems and problems for Canada and Ontario.

All of them

are characterized by a new order of complexity and interrelatedness
They are multidisciplinary on a grand scale.

Cs,

e

How isSiiiCterY to ".

- 10-

deal with them?

Where are the new "specialized skills, the new

generalist capabilities, the new organizational mopals that must,
be brought into being if they are to be dealt with successfully?
Where is the, sense of, urgency in appreciation of the shortness of

the lead time on many of.the critical issues?

None of these

,,problems canbe addreps,d successfully without the help of the

universities, and the universities are unlikely to rise to the
occasion if they are themselves spending too much of their precious
time and energies preoccupied with financial survival.

The energies of the universities for the next twenty years need
o be transformed from a concern for growth in coping with numbers
to one of innovation in response to the new dilemmas.of society.
A

The missions of the university are unchanged:

N

to serve;

to teach, to learn,

bUt the successful accomplishment of the missions

iwil.l.require enormous energies, flexibility and-creativity in
t

the coming years.
be taught?

How shall students:be taught?

What shall they

How can specialists\work more effectively.on trans,

disciplinary probl,tgalan--ind. 'dual freedoM and collective
responsibility be mutually served?
to address the larger issues?

How can research be o

zed

How can the universities work more

closely with-gavelnments, with the professions and with business
and industry, and at the same time mairli-asih-enough of an arm's.

length relatiolship that they do not lose their independence of

gob

14

I
thought and action
.
quences for-society.

.

All of these are questions with vast conse%

They are the real priorities of today for

tomorroci, and.,,,it will be a tragedy if they are ignored and the

Opportunities are lqit though unwillingness to meet

1

thei4sts,

because of a narrow view of universities which sees only student/
4

staff ratios as.thq measul4 of productivity.

These\ are long-run concerns which ca n all too easily be lost,
r'
sigh

of in difiult financial times.
d to recognize this

government

Both the universities and

At prent, the universities

find themselves in the situation of Alice in Through the LoOking,.

naps, hiving to run ever faster in.an attempt just to stay-where
they are.

As in other areas of society, there has'been increasing

talk in the'universit.i.e14' of the "steady state"-.

This is'ap unfortunate

term which connuM--reservation'of the status quo.

Major redirect--'.

ions of efforts will be needed to cope with issues such as enumerated above.
'

To takanother example, concerns about accessibility

have been redirected from the massive growth in numbers which
characterized the sixties to the provision of new opportunities
for various groups within society which have r

*

4'

benefited-

proportionately from the enormous inch ase in university access-,
ibility:

women (in pz)file programmes),' native peoples, the elderly,

and the hist

cally disadvantaged socio - economic groups.

The

ities.are conscious of theseneeds, and'have done m44h to

4

'15

,
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meet them, but if mere survival becomes of necessity the overriding concern, the many varied and changing steeds of society
cannot be met..

,

.

'.Tlie financial situation facing the Ihivers'ifies.is not one whicti,

is likely to encourage imaginative new developments to meet chango

-.

ing needs.

.

Innowations generally require new funding and would

..

find themselves in competition with urgent on- going. commitments.
Yet it.is imloor

nt that the universities not lie fallyw during

difficult fiseal times, that, they

new circumstances and new in

able to respond to important
ives.

not without its administ ative di

ined byi0Ci,A.

Piha some substanti
built into
siti

reco

In aft

ition

(which is

culties) would becthe est

ment of a central fund for in ovation.
need to be ex

A possibiiit

practicality,,wou
it is.

important

f the need for innovatione

e arrangements r the difficult years the univer-

are facing.

Prop. als
0

The S ecial Committee Wishes to make a numbers of,proposals to

cope with the new.environment.

In making. these proposals, the

responsi4lity.a government to determine the, level
which it will allocate to universitie

of

support

is recognized along with

L.

the fact\that the sum.allocated is now .very large.

\

ft

It is

It

.

t.1
111
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.

.

,-.

Recognized also that together gover
,

)

r

..

and the universit. A have
.

.

.

a responsibility to the people of Ontario to maintain
.

.

system of high quality. Jne Special-Commit.teebelieve,s thai,:this
F-

can
can be done, giyen time to adjust, but that'Ae

ccompi'ishMle0 of

this challenge will demand inforrand-reason4blejudgmenty
,

.1

government, and courage°

'A

decisions by the universities.

Clarification of goals and objectives

The adversary approach to discussions between universities, and
government which has characterized recent years can, only contPibute

to obfuscation of the goals and objectives which should be shared
by the universities and governments.
realism on all sides is vequired.

A new orderof candour and

The goals of'the universities,

ple-funding objectives of government, and the realisticexpectatibus
i-

,
,

-.

.

.

of.the'uni ersity system need tc!lpe clarified and better communicated
.
.

-

to thespublic,

#
The statement of.the Minister 'on-funding objectives for i975-76
.

7

.

(to' offet inflationarytrends, to ,maintain.and improve existing.
t

levels,of service, and to accommodate prediced.enrolment increases)
,

,----,

was a helpful4'slep in this process.

The-Committee wishes to endorse

.,,,,

--.

these objectives, commenting that their implications:b

d to be

/

thoroughtly explored.

Also, the Committee believes that these

three' objectives need to. be conjoined with a'fourththat of.

17
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.

providing for the moment, within :the

ramework of lie,sa..nti-

,

. .

inflation. gu4delines ,'' fair' and equitalge salaries, for

personnel4

if tbis -c-annot be a;chieved

,.

university

.

.

the quality of the unlver-

.!

I

i

sides will inevitably. suffer through inability to retain or

1.

....

. ,
),

.

attract an. adequate calibre of staff in -required; bumbers.
;

.

f

,

,-

.

.

ft

'We return to each of biese four Objectives below.
,

To give effect to -the :clarification of goals and objectives, the

Committee recommends that:

The gbvernme t, OCUA, and the universities comit,

1. (a)

''themselves'

r1

bl.ci realistic and frank dialogue' on .
2.oviversi.ty goals and objectives.

.

,

.

.

,

t

The Committte further shgests a
J

T. rocess 2

for 'this dialogue, by

.

'

I

/

. recommending that:

1?

'

.

Each university, where it has not already done:so,
prepar,p.a.statement of objectives for the remainder
a
of-the seventies;

(b)

.

bC11,11, with the assistance of COU, reviebf. these
statements from the point of view bf ihe over'all

'(c)

provision of universi
of ,Ontario., and advii

resources in phe province
the government thereon;

the,government publicly react to the 2,eporePfrom

(d)

pcuA.

_

.

J

,

.

In mOing the'se.recommendations on process, the Committee belleiw

P)
2' The process envisioned here is as described in the recent AUCC
report, PIannirk for Planning.
r

I:
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C

that the initiative should rest in 'the first instance with the

The universi*ies share general goals,

individuL university.

0.

but each has historically developed its own unique role and set
This differentiation is the strength of the Ontario

of emphases.

any redjustMent"to changing.realities,and

university system;
.

"rationalization" ought to heighten, not reduce, the degree of
-,

:

-

.1"

.

'dIver.sification.

B,

Assessment of resource requirements

.

--The;--s-pecification of funding objectives is not only useful in

identifying performance expectations.
.

It also provtdesoa Set of

b
,

k

6

%

`benphmarks against which the adequacy of fundS can b e assess ed.
a

P

rn Advisory Mem6randum 74 ni{, OCUA provided a analysis of this
kind, adm,ii&ediy rudimentary.

In'so-doing, OCUA drew attention
%.,.

to the, insufficiency of its information base, and the lack of

accepted methodplogies for the exercise.

It is not surprising that

'the government on the one hand and the universities on the other

While it would be unrealistic:to expect

disputed the results.

.

that improvements in data and in methods would eliminate such
'

disagreements, all parties acknowledge the need for better.

approaches to ,assessing resource requiremens of universities,
aid for measuring the dmpact of a given level of funding on
university operations.

19
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Therefore, thelCommittee recommends that:
2.

4-1

The universities (individually and thr6ugh COU), OCUA
and the Ministry of'Colleges and Universities commit
themselves to an intensive effort to develop methodolbgies for assessing financial needs of the universiV'ces to aehieve.agreed goals.

C.

The first priority:

to maintain and improve quality

For the reasons outlined above in discussion of the.goals of the
universities, the Committee-believes that the maintenance and
-

'improvement of quality must be identified as the oyerridi.ng 'first
priority for the university system in the next "few years.

Quality

is the essence of "level's of service" as identified in the govern-'

ment's funding objectives.

A

The committee recommends
3.

!- The government and the universities jointly determine
to establish as a first-priority goal the maintenance
and improvement of the quality of scholarship which has
been attained in Ontario universities.

On the I; *t of governmeft, this will require the willingness to

und.ertakl,a fair assessment of the universities' needs and to

.

q

make possible the provision of the necessary financial' support.

For the universities' part, they should intensify their efforts
to make kilown to the public and the government the requirements
c

of a quality university system.
,

finplementation,of this recommend-

-

A

y0

te.
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.NI
a.

at -ion will also Pequfre that the universities measure their

internal resource allocation decisions against this.overriding
,goal.

Solutions will vary.

Each university must identify and

choose the solutions. which,will serve be.st to deal with its
problems while maintaining a -quality enterprise.

Over the past four years, the Insufficiency of funds to meet
inflationary cost increases has- meant that non-sa-lary -budget-

items, particularly such items as library books, equipmen*,
and maintenance'have suffered most heavily.

It has been

suggested recently by government representatives tat these
decisions represent an undue emphasis -on .protecting jobs, par-

,

,

ticularly of faculty.

The teaching and support staffs represent the very essence of
the university.

If,funds are insufficient, staff numbers in

relation to the job to be done will inevitably ha

e reduced.'

To an extent this is already occurring, thrOUgh the use of attrition
,

and careful policies limiting 'replacements.

More drastic moves

would be teverely damaging, and the implications to morale and
inevitably to Auality should be weighed with the utmost care.

Any substantial reduction in the total establishment ot,staff in.

the universities of the province would, in the considered view of

21
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the Committee, compromise the character of our universities.

We

believe firmly that it would be very unwise government policy to
limit funds to the point where dismissals of faculty and staff
must be undertaken for financial reasons.

Consider the.4Aplica-

tions of increasing the overall student/staff ratio by' one student
throtigh reducing the number of faculty.

The nuniber, of faculty

involved would be about '900 and the savings, about $20 million;

.but al7what-cost? The formidable task of choosing who is to go
and ensuring due process would preoccupy the university with an
unproductive \nd demoralizing activity.

Who shall be selected?

Thel;most junior or those closest to retirement?

If seniority is

the; basis of security, whatisthe future of disciplirfeS where

able young persons are dismissed simply because-they are junior?
What would be the policy if the junioif faculty are in fields.

.alread\overcrowded?

If those closest to retirement are to be.

retired e rly,.qhat woulthbetthe costs'in ensuring adequate
.-

',4.,

,

.
.

.

,

.

pension ben fits at'pre-retirement age?
4

.

.

cohsldered r

ament

.

.

.-''

,

,

undan because they are in disciplines which'at the

are unfa,hionable with Students?

for scholarship
dr

.

Should faculty b'e

What ',are the implications

studat preferences tanOetermipethe fate of

a disciplinein the university?
the basis of Ilyels'o

Wbuld the decision be made oh

compe-vnce7and, if so, what kind of

4

,

.

A

is to be employed to se ect the least Competent?

rocess

What are the
'

consequences for universi

adminiStrations and faculty associations

,s
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in time and effort necessary to ensure fairnes, humanity and
equity?

4

What would be the ,costs in lowered morale and, perlhaps

most of all, what would be the costs in lost opportunity, failure
to innovati and lack of responsiveness to changing needs?

D.

Financial requirements to meet inflation and salary costs

The government of Ontario has announced, that the total funds
_available for university grants in 1976-77 will be $651 million,
a 14.4% increase over the current year.

The universit'it.t are gratified to learn that their needs, to

maintain quality,%offset inflationary costs and to accomniOdata-----.--

enrolmnt increases-have this year 'obtaied significant
ledgement by government.

Since it is the stated intention'of

the Trovincial Treasurer to limitthe total growth in government
spending to 10%, it is clear that the universities have been
4

acoorded high priority withih the allocation process.

This

represents a recognition by.government of the extent to which
university'revenues have been severely squeezed over the pa t
several yearp.

The purchasing value of a university dollar in

4''

1971772 had decreased by 1975-76 to about 83.

Some measure of
(1.

.\

relief in this trend is deeply appreciated by the uniyersitift,

Since.governtent has stated that student feet willipot increase

2i
A

.

in 1976-77, the increase in grants represents'just under 13% i
ota -revenue

Within this amount,

o

universities must accommodate enrolment increases, presently
estimated at 5.4% in the, current year.

The increase in per

student revenue of the universities therefore will be only in the
order of 7%.. The cost/revenue squeeze on the universities will

A

continue to be marked, since inflation is still running well

-

over the 8% guidelineltarget.

The pattern of budget constraint

which has affectecf,all aspects of university operations idrecent
years will thus have to be continued.

The difficulties in this regard which the universities are faciNig
are. highlighted by a recent analysis of provincial government
.

..

..1

grants per FTE student across Canada.
.

,

-

.

The analysis shOws that

.

whereas Ontario's grants rankedsthird-in Canada .in 1971-7-and
.

,

1972-73, they had dropped to sixth place by 1973-.74.

By 1975-76,

Ontario's gi"ants per student had faildn'to ninth place.

It

seems likely that,such startling evidence accounted,'at least in

- part, for the relatively generous treatment of the universities
announced for 1976-77.

However, given the general economic diffi-

.

culties being faced by the government, the widely acknowledged
necessity for the government to constrain its total expenditures,

and the many competing priorities, it is predictable that a Cost.

target gaOkbetween stated objectivedand available funding will
continue in future years.

24
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*

If priority in funding ,s to be given to maintaining quality and
,/

preventing further erosion of the resource base of the universities,
and i,f both base and growth c.

be funded adequately, then a

fundamenta±vadjustment in the funding of grow

necessary.

The essential principle of this readjustment should be that gr
is de-emphasized as a source of revenue to balance the books.

The Committee therefore recommends that::
/
e universities through COU endorse asrecommendation
to OCUA and the government thata marginal value of
the BIU be establishe4 for*growth,,in 1976-77 and t
two succeeding years.

The Committee has spent a great, deal of time in examining the

way in which Such a system might work, and recognizes that there
are many complexities.

The Committee wishes to draw attention to

a number of features which must be .examined.
1)

There should be provision for.an exception to the margi
10,

I

value in those casewhkre professional programmes are g owing
.

4

as a matter of deliberate governmentpolicy.,4
'0T*

2)

The calculation of BIU entitlement in relation to enrolment
(2grrently slip year) may require. adjustment.

3

This recommendation was written prior to the OCUA decision not
to introduce a marginal value for 1976-77, but rather to fund
'on the basis of an average enrolment count over more than one
The "Committee nonetheless maintains.its recommendation,
year.
with respect to_futui,e policy.

2

0
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19 *A deoihion'musit be made on whethe

funded at full value in yea

the new,stude

subsequent

The division oftotd1 available f
growth costs is critical.
by the Committea.

Tw

-ir first.

o

between ba

alternative

costs and

were considered

In the first approach, the division between

base and growth costs would be fixed, and the marginal BIU
value would be determined (not to exceed 50%), by dividing
/

.

'

actual enrolment increases into the growth funds.

The other

appreach"wougi be to fix the marginal value and then establish

the divisign in view actual-enrolment.

Combinations of

4.

these two apprd chesare also possible

A mLginal growth value system should.have the effect- Of re
.

.

..).

ing'grpwth tb those institutions and programmes_wlier"

_''"

underused capacity (physical res xces_or -Staff)
is not,sure how effectively

ere-is

The Committee

redistribution would be obtained,

but belieyes that this would beia step in Alv right direction,
.

viable at least in the short term.

Substantial shift's.in regional

or programme demand would create pressured over the longer/rim
forvthe government to provide additional r,,dsources for grOlath
or

whichfould not be accommodated at,mgrginal values.

rofected enrolment increases: _undergraduate
-;programmes

Government statements ofiobjectil.fes on admission of students have

26

d

-

'referred to,"accommod.iting Projected en olment increases" and to

"maintaining access n3ity for all qualified applicants ".

There

is increasing agreement that the meaning of such statements

Th

to be re-examined.

eeds

universities. have expressed conc

V

the'veri4bleprkaredweof higt),,schostudents for uni ersity,:
0,-

.,

.01.

.

.

.

.

stuaies, and the increasing difficulties of assessing qualifications
-..._

.

7

t

ter, the HOndur:able JaMes Auld

for entry:--When he was

commented. that "current admissionstanddrds-km41be) less stringent'
'''than' in the past".

Ni
The Ministrie

Colleges and Universities-atd Education are
'-

oiptly

0.

under4ipg a thoro

review,of preparedness -aq students

for university studies and university admissions policies an
.

1.

s-ttave called for

pro

'vice of OCUA on

-\N

eview.

since

The Committee welcomes this

believea\that there

tudy_,,

d for a better factual under -

\

standing of the

uati,on and better articulated p

fore, the Committee recomm
5.

;

es.

There-

teat:

Z cooperation with the
The universities p4edge
study of student preparedness and university admission
policies being undertaken by the Ministries of Colleges
and Universitie.s and Education, with -the assistance of
As part of thia cooperation; the universities
OCUA.

;-

individually cfhol collectively should 'review admissions

policies and practices to ensure that they,are serving
the best interests of the students.

There is also a need for a system overview of the opportunities

`d

.27

for students.4 Increasingly u
on programme enrolment-

ersities

re placing ceilings

ecause 9f limitations of capacity, and

for other reasons of soun

niversity plating.

The: sum of

Alik

.,

university enrolment projections for 1915-76 was substantially
below the demand for places.

This may be simply becaus

of the

1

''..,"

'distinction be ideen Apetativts.aniepossible papity; this
.
,
.
i
requires study.
Upper-limit capacity figures, year by year, are
...,

e

11/4

I*

needed as well as pyojections of likely intake.

Any effort to

redirect students Within,the system-increases the importande of
monitoring developments to ensure that oppOrtunities for-students

are not bing restricted inadvertently and unduly.

The Committee therellee recommends that:
6.

,

.

The OCUA gibe high,priority to a diaZ`agueL ith the
universities on their enrolment expectations, 7,
ing
a review of limits ,on capacity, in order to generate
a syi-fem-overview of opportunPties for students, for
the advice-of-theuniversities and governkent.
The
assistance of COU,shaUld_be offered for the aggregation
and analysis of figures pro-d by the universities.

'Accessibility and projected enrolment ,increases:
programmes

gradu

OCUA has made it *ear in two,tecent memoranda on graduate studies
(75-IV and 75-V) that in the Council's view the ACAP assessments
have not taken into consideration suffic'

im. ications of their,plans,or t
on the

effec

iversities in times of financial constraint.

23

In its most
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rece

memorandum, OCUA recommended' "thatthe present formula

----------,e
suspended Twith respect to the funding of graduate work in
b.
,

ur of grants to institutions that

1976- 77--and 1977-78 in

will be totally-insensjtive to chan

in enrolment, levels".

offering

The Minister has accepted the -recommendation.

its

advice, OCUA said:
,%(

)

-The eoucii'df Ontario Uniersiti-es' .procesSee
ment, appraisal and three-year institutional plans us
remain in place, and Council:wiil be prepared to assist in
the enforcement of these processes by rqcommending appro.priate penalties in the doubtless unlikely `event that the
need should arise." For therest,,Council's request in
Advisory Memorandum 75-IV th at COU.submit expanded monitoring
reports and new programme proposaIs_inan annual package
In a setting where graduacquires redoubled significance.
ate funding is divorced froth enrolment levels-for a minimum'
period of two years, Council's interest not onlyin new
programme development, but in the possible reduction'of
established progimmes that can be considered without immeai:
ate revenue loss, will be absiilute.
.

The Committee accepts

7

recommenAation and the implications of

e

the OCUA comments:. concerning the need' for continued Planning and

review in the context of-financial-constraint.

elievea that attention-751-10

The Commi
era

be directed

graduate studiet enterprise and .4icti--

spa e

the p incipeswhich should govern accessibility to graduate

N
rOgrammes.

Miigh\

the base for such a review has-already
ti

been laid

the course,

f fhe ACAFasiatment:.,1_14hicynow have

been completed for some twe

29

disciplines.

The proposal
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not contemplate tilling --tho same ground again.

Plans and

recommendations which have had extensive review are in existence
;

for these twenty disciplines and should be the basiq. of action.
What is reqAired is a careful review of the overall siie of the
graduate enterprise.

In this process it will be necessary to
.

.

(

balance carefully the aspirations'of students; the capacity of the
.114.
41.

.

programmes, the high cost of graduate edlcaii on- and -'4ha

society.
,..._

Currently, graduate admissions aile gearedto accept
...

the anticipated,demand froth qualified students.
..-........

of

This' - policy is

,

....i

,

-consistent
with the statements by gOvernment about accessibility
--_
but it begs the-question of the appropriate overall dimension
.

of the graduate enterprise Ili-Ontario.
...

-

.

.

Is the current enrolment

of.18,000 FT.E49..geopratate, giyen the high cost, and. given the

,character and state of development of Ontario- society?

Holi does

it compare-with the size of f-the 'graduate enterprise in other

advanced, and wealthrisdictions? ,Is .there a proper balance of
Canadian students (citizens arcd landed immigrants) and students
on visa

from other countries?
,

Que

'ono of this,kind are very

7,,.

4,,,,

'-..

:

.

.

:4-4:

different;from the more detailed andigene

lly unpriductive

t.`

approach to high-level-manpower whici^attemPts to retate output
of doctorates in, say, chetistry or economics.-4o specialized job
I

opporliu 'ties.
C

c.

The latter approach has been unsucceSSfUl wherever

it has been used,

least in part because.of the unpredictability

4

of the short-term job marke

-nd theslong lead time involved.
..

30
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Entry to the job market occurs some four to six years aftei,
4

,admission to graduate school.

The former questions about the

It,

proper size of the overall graduate enterprise are important
matters of public policy which have riot yep been addressee to
any significant extent.

4
IV

e

,

1

1

,

Thereforg,the Ccimmittee recommends that:
41/3..-

rt

.

.

\4

0

'7.
.

i

51.

t.
-

_
,

.
.

The
universities individiiallYand tfiNinigh tke.cOntark;'
,
Council on Graduate Studies should review admissions
po -licy and practices .,far .entry into graduate programmes
i
the needs of.
to ansurg that they are serving pimdrily

t

..

1/4

Ontaio'and Canada.

,

k

,

z.
c

..'

G.'Yooperation in the elimination of unnecessary; costly duplication
t

t:.

Statements from government representatives reveal the 'view that,

----

,

.

...

....

- .

..;'

.thefe isstill much to bgp done in.system-wide

4

r

planning and

coordin-.1.

A

t

:
ation to elimirAateostly
Unnecessary duplication and effort'''.
4
a
.

t,

-

V

.

0-

Graduate studies is one area which receives a great deal of atten-

,.

-

ts

.

.

.,

.

In order.to respond to these conderns, the.Committee believes .

tion.

.

that

the
k

.

.

.

.

universities shotad build upon the work to "date in assess -.
,..<

t,,I

ment of graduate .programmes. .The assessments4 ralradt.tate. prOgrairiee.
.
4,
. ,
r '
.
'
f
have identified the programmes of good quality in.each disCipline
,

4

4

4

-

.

.."--

but
4

it could be

that

. ;-,

in some cases the 'nutiber.df suohelDrogrammes
..

Histol,ical and comparative statistics presented in the Report'
from the Special Committee on iheyinancial Implications of
Graduate Planning, approved by.the Cbuncil on April 2, 1976,
suggest that the.present scale of gradAte work in Ontario is
by no means excessive.

3r
k

2

supported ,by'COU recommendations is larger thari neces

meet tbe'demand.

ry to
,,

In each discipline the question turns On the'

unused capacity in the syste)m in terms of both hujnan and physical

'resources.

disconti-nuing.
-

.N

It ma.4, be that some economies can be achieved by

rtain,programmes, even though their quality.is

41

good, simply,because of redundancy of opPoriUnity.

Where such

potential economies exist, their. benetit must be weighed against

the consequences of `closing progratmes-of good quality.

significant economies for the individual universe

Any

iscontinu-

1:-.

ing,a programme would depend on a fuilth5r step, that of, elim

ting

.

rechindant resources.

In practice this would involve the redeploy-

mentor dismissal of faculty.
.

Since the faculty involved will

,

have been identifed'by external consultants as being of high

.

quality, the-route of dismissal would be unlikely to make sense;
such, persons-ate likely tobe among the university's outstanding
academiCs.

'Therefore redeployment is probably the on

option;, and this may not be feasible in many cases.

-reasonable
It i4ould be

't

i essential that-. any such decisions.recognrZe;the necessity 6f,ear.,

marked funding to suppOrt research in departments and for professors
X^

whose

have been recognized butlwhere graduate
4

programme

are not to be supported.

In addiiion,arrangements

Would,be required to ensure that such 1profeisors have the(opportun,
ity to supervise the theses of graduate students register;ed in

other universities.- Because oethe number of considerailone involved
C

32

I
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and their bearing on the overall health o1 the university;
graduate assessments while identifying redundancies should leave
t--to individua
iversities the citiMate decisions about the future
of programmes judged t

L:

be of gbod quality.

The Committee therefore recommends
8.

uld!revieid the
COU, with the advice of OCGS,
distribution of assessed graduate rogriammes with
the aim` of identifying any unncessark.and costly
duplication.
.

Though we recommend a review, we suspect that any economies through'
4

5

.

thisroute" will be marginal.
.21

.

Improved planning-and coordination can be.envisioned, in.inany other

areas of university activity.
9.

The committee recommends that:

CO6 and the universities should commit themselves to
continuing and expanding their efforts in planning and
coordination and should receive financial support from
government to assist these efforts.

V

/
.A number tf areas could benefit from greater attention.

The-

following are' uggested possibilities:
0

S'

.

The Report.of the Special Committee on the Financial Implicatio
of GraduAe Planning contains recommendations on the appro
of
which should be taken to the identification and elimina
unnecessary dupliction:

3.3

-
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1)

COU could explore the value of extending the services of the
Application Centre to additional professional schools subject
to receiving start-up grants from the Minister.
I.

2)

The various programmes of library coordination could be
accelerated and extended if,start-up funds were provided.

3)

The possibility of new initia'aves in respect of computtr
coordination should be explored.

«r

%Jot
.

0..

1.410-

f.

l

r

,z,
r .,

-,,,,7

TA Programme for Instructional Development might be expanded

4)

or modified.,
5)

Planning studies, such as the current study of architectural
education, could be undertaken in other profesSional
*
A
subject to government support.

O

6)

The Council of Deans of Arts-and SCience could be asked to
review opportunities for coordination of undergraduate pro.
grammes, for example, a,system of cross-ctedits in costly
c

fields.
11.

..

4

The critical choice

H.

7,

i;..'

t'-..

.

,

We might draw together the preceding discussion by pointing u
t.

thp4,critical. choice which must be made if resources atail ik to,
-

the universities continue to be constrained to'the extek
existing goals cannot be achieved.

The universities must have

the necessary-funds-to-adequatel.,yOffsct inflation; 7to-prevido

equitable salaries, and to support the human resource base"
.

34,

.

:,
,,

i
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required to provide the quality that the people of Ontario have
If the sum of government grants and other

;,right to expect.
Yi

.....Sources of revenue available to the universities remains insuffici-

ent to'meet existing objectives, something willhave to give.

One possibility

,Whftt are the dhdices?
..11

4

4

.

allAcive to gOvernment

t

.

is that the'Anfersities f' R new ways of,educating their students
G

at lower cost.

en the financial attrition of the past four years

there is little prospect of fulfilling such a hope.
automatica

will

Universities

y to devise less costly altematilies to, achieve

thdfr objectives but there is no reason to belielie that any gains

can be more than margins
quality to dete

to-limit acceesibilityno what -61e

a.:re

province can afford.

The - remaining choices are to allow

The Committee has stated its belief.fhat

given this unpalatable choice Ontario should opt for quality and
should therefore control the rate of growth in enrolment.
last analysis that is a decisipn which must be Made by the
government.

If the funds are insufficient to meet the objectives,

government might decide nevertheless to maintain the open door
t.

for qualified applicants.

There should be no illusions about

the consequences of such a choice.
-

:

Quality will suffer.

